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OUR HISTORY
PRINCZ was founded in December 1948, in the city of San
Martín, Province of Buenos Aires, beginning our activities
with the production of compounds and Cellulose Acetate
film.

With the acquisition of INDUSTRIAS PLASTICAS AUSTRALES
S.A, a new production plant is incorporated, located in the
City of Ushuaia, Province of Tierra del Fuego, thus
increasing our production capacity of compounds.

In 1958 we added PVC compounds to the production line,
which today is our main product.

During 2008, our Chemicals Division began the production
of plasticizers which allows us to self-sufficiently supply
our compound manufacturing plants of PVC and also
produce top quality compounds for the internal and
external market. Throughout these years we have reached
countries like: Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, Bolivia, Colombia,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Mexico, USA, El Salvador, Costa
Rica, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, Netherlands,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Russia,
Ukraine, Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Egypt, United Arab
Emirates, Syria, South Africa and Israel.

BETWEEN THE YEARS 1985 AND 2000
We have a second manufacturing plant PRINCZ SAN LUIS
S.A. located in the industrial area of Villa Mercedes, in the
Province of San Luis, which contributed to the constant
process of growth and expansion of our national and
international market.
IN 1995, we incorporate the innovative cascade planetary
plasticizing system. At that time, the first material was also
produced for export to Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay
and Bolivia.
Towards the end of 1997, we managed to be the first
Argentinian company in the area that obtains the
certification of its Quality System under the ISO 9001
Standard, in the areas of development, manufacture,
marketing and technical assistance service of PVC flexible
and PVC rigid compounds.
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In 2013, we began expanding our warehouses of raw
material and finished product both at the San Martin plant
as well as at the Ushuaia plant, building there a modern
2,000m2 warehouse.
In 2018, the third generation of the family started a process
of technological upgrade and the development of new
businesses and markets.
In 2021, we inaugurated our logistics center in San Martín
to unify the logistics of polymers and began the
construction of a modern production plant in Ushuaia,
expanding production capacity by 50%.
At present, we maintain the leadership founded on a
strong growth and continuous improvement of processes,
based on our quality policies and focus on the
achievement of the full satisfaction of our customers.
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PURPOSE

Our purpose is to be
an industry of excellence
while being an instrument
of development to our community
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VIEW

We are ready to meet the needs
of customers in the provision
of intermediate PVC-based materials
and other polymers, by seeking the
sustainability in the relationships
with all interested parties

VALUES

Empathy
Respect
Transparency
Responsibility
Service vocation
Personnel development
Data-driven decisions
Teamwork
Continuous learning

#SomosPrincz

3 GENERATIONS SINCE
1948 IN ARGENTINA
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Production
capacity

Total
production area

90,000
tons per year

30,000 Mts2.

San Martín
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San Justo

Production lines with
different technologies

+14

Ushuaia

MARKETS
All processes related to the Quality are constantly
improved through the analysis of the non-conformities
detected in order to avoid repetitions. Our Process Control
monitors and approves all of our compounds during
manufacturing.

Electric Wires

Our polymers are used in different markets,
complying with the Quality Standards and regulations
necessary to achieve a high quality final product.

Footwear

All kinds of wires

Flip flops,
Boots,
Sneakers

Health

Products for serums,
dialysis, face masks,
nebulization

Building

Blown Molding
Packaging
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Multiple profiles
for construction, fittings
for pipes, ceilings, house
siding, interlocking
profiles for ceilings, door
and window frames,
in curtains, windows
and decks.

Laminated

Fire hoses, watering
hoses, toys,
inflatable pools

New Polymers
are coming.
You can create any
product that you need
with our compounds!

BIOPLASTIZICERS
PRODUCT
Our line of PRINCZ PLAST Bioplasticizers adds
a new dimension in compound improvement
made of PVC. From special processes of vegetable oils it
generates a total performance in compatibility and
stabilization.
TECHNOLOGY
The plant of the Chemical Division has been located in the
town of San Justo on an area of 10,000 m2, being the
covered area of 5,000 m2.
The inputs, which are entirely liquid, are stored in tanks
which capacities are in function of a productive unit
design. The fluids are transported by pumping to the
reactors, in which by heterogeneous catalysis, the line of
Bioplasticizers PRINCZ PLAST is obtained.
QUALITY
All parameters are controlled with equipment
state-of-the-art, with internal method validation
and internal quality audits.
Our line of compounds which is made from oil vegetable,
is subject to international standards and under ASTM
standards, and has been under registration in Reach, FDA,
complying with the EC10 / 2011 regulation on the use of
bioplasticizers in plastic materials in contact with food.
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CONTACT
ARGENTINA
BUENOS AIRES
Administration, Production and Sales
Calle 80 (Lacroze) Nº 5844, (B1650JRJ)
San Martín, Buenos Aires.
Tel: (+54 11) 4844-1080 / 4844-0650
(+54 9 11) 5660-6367
infoprincz@princz.com.ar

ROSARIO
Coinplast SRL (Headquarters)
(0341) 438-5040 (Rotating lines)
Contact: Jorge Passerini
jorgepasserini@coinplast.com.ar

CÓRDOBA
Coinplast SRL (Suc. Córdoba)
(0351) 455-5530
Contact: Franco Piotto
francopiotto@coinplast.com.ar

BRAZIL

URUGUAY

CHILE

Atkinson Com. Exp. Imp. Ltda.
Tel: (55 51) 3597-7172 / 3597-7550
Cel: (55 51) 9335-9650
Contact: Gerson Atkinson
gerson24atkinson@gmail.com

Routrade Uruguay
Tel: (5982) 619-5393
Cel: (5989) 443-2710
Contact: Alejandro Mémoli
routrade@internet.com.uy
www.routrade.com

PlasKem SA
Av. Las Condes 9792 - of. 1007, Santiago, Chile.
Tel: (56 2) 2247-5222 / 2247-5227 / 2247 5200
Cel: (569) 799-5167
janzakrzewicz@plaskem.cl
mabarzua@plaskem.cl

PARAGUAY

BOLIVIA

Servimex SRL
Tel: (595 21) 311-282 / 311-286
Cel: (595 981) 552-503
Contact: Carlos Merens
cmerens@servimex.com.py

Negen Ltda.
Tel: (591 4) 285-444
Cel: (591 7) 307-4086
Contact: Andrés Lizon
info@negenltda.com
www.negenltda.com
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